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Abstract� Sensor networks are mainly used to gather strategic information in various monitored area	
Sensors may be deployed in zones where their internal memory or the sensors themselves can be corrupted	
Moreover
 once deployed sensors cannot be easily replaced
 therefore the persistence and the robustness
of the network are two main issues that have to be addressed while e�ciently deploying large scale sensor

networks	 Minimum��� Connected Covers of a query region in sensor networks aims at selecting a subset
of nodes that entirely covers the monitored area
 is strongly connected i	e	 between any two sensors
in the selected set there is a communication path� and the �nal set does not contain a subset with the
same properties	 Interestingly
 the connected query region cover cannot be solved by trivially applying
algorithms that compute minimum connected dominating sets designed for adhoc or sensor networks
 since
these algorithms aim at selecting a connected cover of existing nodes in the network irrespectively of the
relationship between their sensing region and the monitored zone	 Nevertheless
 these algorithms de�ne an
e�cient connected tilling of the monitored zone that can be further completed to a fully cover	 In this paper
we propose two novel
 fully localized
 robust solutions to the minimum connected cover of query regions that
can cope with both transient faults corruptions of the internal memory of sensors� and sensors crash�join	
Our algorithms use only � bits of memory and follow two di�erent strategies� a greedy strategy sensors
are chosen such that the overlap with sensors already chosen is minimal� and pruning�based approach
sensors are removed from the cover set till the �nal set of nodes contains only non redundant sensors�	
We prove the self� self�con�guration
 self�stabilization and self�healing� properties of our solutions	 Via
extended simulations we conclude that our solutions provide better performances in terms of coverage than
pre�existing self�stabilizing solutions	 Moreover
 we observe that the greedy approach performs better than
the pruning strategy

Key�words� Connectivity
 coverage
 minimum connected dominating set
 query response system
 self�
con�guring
 self�healing
 self�stabilizing
 self��
 sensor networks	

�R�esum�e � tsvp�

� School of Computer Science� University of Nevada Las Vegas
�� School of Computer Science� University of Nevada Las Vegas
��� Selecting a minimal number of connected sensors is an NP hard problem� In our work we address the minimality in terms
of inclusion



Couvertures minimales et tolerantes aux fautes de zones de

surveillance dans les r�eseaux de capteurs

R�esum�e � Nous proposons deux infrastructures e�caces pour la couverture d�une zone de surveillance
dans les r�eseaux de capteurs	 La construction des infrastructures propos�ees utilise comme strat�egie de
construction les ensembles dominants	 Les algorithmes propos�es sont tol�erant aux fautes transitoires ainsi
qu��a l�insertion et au d�epart des noeuds	

Mots cl�es � r�eseau de capteurs
 ensembles dominats
 tolerance aux fautes
 auto�stabilisation
 couverture
connexes
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� Introduction

Recent advances in microprocessor
 memory
 and wireless communication technology have enabled the
production of tiny networked sensors which will revolutionize information gathering and processing in
both urban environments and inhospitable terrain	 These wireless ad hoc sensor networks consist of a
large number of tiny sensing devices with very limited resources that must coordinate amongst themselves
to gather
 process
 and communicate information about their environments	 Because these sensors are
often densely deployed
 in a sensor network there may be some failing sensors or sensors that have merely
exhausted their energy supply	 However
 it may be impossible or infeasible to recharge sensors once they
have been deployed
 especially if they have been deployed in an inhospitable or physically unreachable
terrain	 Therefore
 since the fundamental constraint on a networked sensor is its energy consumption
 only
some of the sensors within a particular sensing region
 or query region
 should be in an active state	

The information to be gathered by a sensor network may concern only a particular sub�area of the
monitored area	 Therefore
 queries should be addressed only to the nodes monitoring this particular area
and for energy saving reasons only the queried nodes should reply	 Our research is focused on designing a
reliable
 self�organizing
 and self�healing query�response system	 A query in sensor networks asks for some
data�measurements�events sensed�observed over some period of time at some frequency over a geographical
region	 Upon receiving a query
 the sensors will sense or measure the data and collaborate among themselves
to disseminate or fuse the collective data to the sink of the query	 Although a query can be initiated in the
whole geographical region
 typically
 a query refers to a subset of the region
 called the query region	 Only
sensors inside the query region should be involved in generating the response to the query	 Considering
the redundancy and our goal of designing an e�cient query�response system
 all sensors inside the query
region should not be actively participating in the protocol to answer the query	 To this end
 only a subset
of sensors
 those for which the union of their sensing regions cover the query region should be active	
However
 these sensors should not be selected arbitrarily	 That is
 in order to make these sensors able to
collaborate to detect events
 and compute and deliver responses
 they must be able to communicate with
each other directly or indirectly	 So the cover should be strongly connected	

Related Work� The problem of computing minimum connected covers for query regions was �rst
introduced in ����	 Two self�organizing solutions were presented in ����	 Both solutions follow a greedy
strategy and none of the solutions is localized	 The �rst solution is centralized � a �xed leader chooses
the nodes to be part of the cover	 In the second solution
 a particular sensor node not always the same�
behaves as the coordinator or the leader	 This special node collects all the global information related to
the possible new sensors to be added
 then decides which ones to choose in the �nal cover	

The issues of coverage and connectivity
 and the relations between them were analyzed in a uni�ed
framework in ����	 The CCP protocol ���� can be used to provide di�erent degrees of coverage	 It was
shown in ���
 ��� that if the communication range is at least twice of the sensing range
 the complete
coverage implies connectivity	 When the above condition does not hold
 CCP was integrated with SPAN ���
to provide both coverage and connectivity	 However
 in SPAN
 the nodes need to maintain information
about two�hop neighborhood	 SPAN is a connectivity maintenance protocol where a node volunteers to
be a coordinator when it �nds that two of its neighbors cannot communicate with each other directly or
indirectly	 After a node decides to be a coordinator
 it announces that with a random delay to reduce the
number of redundant coordinators	 A similar approach was discussed in ASCENT ���	 ASCENT nodes use
the number of active neighbors and message losses to decide if they should be active or passive	 However

this protocol does not guarantee complete coverage of the query region	

Probabilistic studies related to coverage and connectivity in unreliable sensor networks were done in ����	
A sensor grid network of unit area was considered	 This work includes a necessary and su�cient condition
for the network to remain covered and connected in terms of the probability of a node to be active i	e	

not failed� and transmission radius of the nodes	 Some optimal conditions for coverage were established
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in ����	 An algorithm for coverage was proposed based on those optimal conditions	 However
 that result
is valid only when complete coverage implies connectivity as discussed above�	 A coverage protocol using
a random delay to announce decision to turn o� was proposed in ����	 The issue of connectivity was not
addressed in ����	 The GAF protocol ���� uses GPS to reduce the redundant nodes to maintain routing
paths in ad�hoc networks	 A randomized probing�based density control algorithm was used to maintain
coverage under node failures in PEAS protocol ����	 The probing range can be changed to provide di�erent
degrees of coverage	 All these solutions although e�cient in fault free environments are not fault�tolerant
neither self�stabilizing	 If the coverage set is corrupted than one has to rerun the algorithm in order to
repair the overlay	 To this end one needs to be informed that the cover was corrupted and to inform each
member of the network that it has to re�run its local algorithm	

Very recent solutions to the connected cover problem address the fault�tolerance issues by reinforcing
the coverage and connectivity degree	 Hence in ���� the authors address the problem of k�coverage	 That is

they compute a coverage such that any sensor is covered by k other sensors	 This work is further extended
in ���� to the k�coverage and k�connectivity problem	 The proposed solution involves the computation of
a Voronoi diagram for independent sensor nodes	 The implementation of local Voronoi diagrams is not
addressed
 neither the transient faults	

To the best of our knowledge
 we proposed in ��
 �� the �rst
 totally decentralized self�stabilizing and
fault tolerant algorithms for the minimum connected covers of query regions in sensor networks	 The �rst
solution in ���
 based on a greedy strategy
 needs only one bit per node
 however it requests additional
knowledge � the distance to the center of the query region	 That is
 the region is covered in successive
waves from outside to inside	 The coverage stops once the wave reaches the center of the monitored
area	 The second solution proposed in the same paper uses the pruning strategy � the elimination of the
redundant nodes from the �nal cover	 The removed nodes were chosen such that they do not disconnect
their respective neighborhoods and their sensing region is completely covered by their chosen neighbors	
Furthermore
 in ��� we proposed another pruning�based algorithm that outperformed the solutions proposed
in ���	 Nodes were considered redundant if their sensing regions were covered by already chosen nodes and
their chosen neighbors were connected through a connection path	

Contributions� In this paper we propose two novel
 fully localized
 robust solutions to the minimum
connected cover of query regions that can cope with both transient faults corruptions of the internal
memory of sensors� and sensors crash�join	 That is
 our algorithms are self�stabilizing
 fault�tolerant and
outperforms the solutions in ��
 ��	 Our �rst algorithm follows a greedy strategy that extends the weakly
connected maximal independent set algorithm proposed in ���� to the computation of a minimum query
region connected cover	 That is
 �rst a set of nodes is chosen such that their sensing regions does not overlap
and they cover a maximum of the query region	 Furthermore
 these nodes are connected via a minimum set
of bridges	 An alterntive for the greedy strategy is the pruning strategy used in our second algorithm	 This
strategy is similar to pruning used in the computation of connected dominating sets ���
 ��
 �
 �
 ��
 ��
 ���	
By de�nition
 a dominating set is a set of vertexes such that every vertex in the graph is either in the
dominating set
 or adjacent to a vertex in the dominating set	 A connected dominating set is a dominating
set which is also a connected subgraph	 The main di�erence between the connected dominating sets and
the query region connected covers steams in the selection of the dominators	 In the former case a node is
a dominator of another node if the second node is in the transmission rage of the �rst node	 In the latter
case a dominated is a node that communicate with at least one dominator in its neighborhood and which
sensing region is totally covered by dominators	 Obviously
 these problems are not equivalent	 However

an e�cient connected dominating set is also a good �rst coverage pattern for the query region that can
be extended to a fully coverage	 Via extensive simulations we compared the performances of greedy and
pruning self�stabilizing algorithms for the computation of connected coverages of query regions	 In our
experiments greedy�based algorithms produced better coverage sets� however
 their stabilization time was
slightly weaker	
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Outline of the paper� In Section �
 we de�ne the model and specify the connected sensor cover problem	
In Section �
 we present a self�stabilizing greedy�based solution to the problem and and the key points
of the correctness of our solution	 Simulation results and their discussion are included in Section �	 The
experiments were conducted with respect to the following metrics� number of nodes in the �nal cover set

number of query region sensors per cover sensor
 and stabilization time	 Finally
 in Section �
 we present
some concluding remarks and propose ideas to extend this research	

� Preliminaries and Model
Sensor Network� In this research
 we consider sensor networks ���
 ��� consisting of a large number of
sensors also referred to
 in this paper
 as sensor nodes or
 simply as nodes� which are randomly distributed
in a geographical region	 We model the sensor network as a directed communication graph GV�E�
 where
each node in V represents a sensor
 and each edge i� j� � E
 called communication edge
 indicates that j
is a neighbor of i	

For a sensor i
 there is a region
 called a sensing region
 which signi�es the area in which sensor i can
sense a given physical phenomenon at a desired con�dence level	 The sensing regions are of any convex
shape	 For the sake of simplicity
 especially
 for showing examples
 the sensing regions are assumed to be
circular	 The sensing range of a sensor i indicates the maximum distance between sensor i and any point
p in the sensing region of sensor i	 A point p is covered or monitored� by a sensor node i if the Euclidean
distance between p and i is less than the sensing range of sensor i	

The communication region of sensor i also called the transmission region� de�nes the area in which
sensor i can communicate directly i	e	
 in single hop� with other sensor nodes	 The maximum distance
between node i and any other node j
 where j is in the communication region of i
 is called the commu�

nication range of sensor i	 Node i can communicate with node j i	e	
 i can send a message to j� if the
Euclidean distance between them is less than the communication range of i	 Then i is called a neighbor
of j
 and this relation is represented by a directed edge i� j�	 The set of neighbors of i is represented by
Ni	 Two nodes i and j can communicate directly with each other only if i � Nj � j � Ni
 i	e	
 they are
neighbors of each other	 If i and j are neighbors of each other
 then there are two edges between them�
i� j� and j� i�	

A directed path sequence� of sensors i � i�� i�� � � � � im � j
 where ix is a neighbor of ix�� for � � x �
m��
 is called a communication path from i to j	 The length of the shortest communication� path which
is the number of sensors on the shortest path� from i to j is called the communication distance from sensor
i to sensor j	

Program� In this paper
 we consider the local shared memory model of communication as used by
Dijkstra ���	 The program of every processor consists of a set of shared variables henceforth
 referred to
as variables� and a �nite set of actions	 Every processor or sensor� can only write to its own variables

but can read its own variables and the variables owned by the neighboring nodes	

Each action is of the following form� � label ��� � guard � �� � statement �	 The guard of an
action in the program of p is a boolean expression involving the variables of p and its neighbors	 The
statement of an action of p updates one or more variables of p	 An action can be executed only if its guard
evaluates to true	 We assume a model of composite atomicity� i	e	
 actions are atomically executed
 or the
evaluation of a guard and the execution of its corresponding statement
 if executed
 are done in one atomic
step	

The state of a node is de�ned by the values of its variables	 The state of a system is the product of
the states of all nodes	 We will refer to the state of a node and system as a local� state and global�
con�guration
 respectively	
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Let a distributed protocol P be a collection of binary transition relations denoted by ��
 on C
 the
set of all possible con�gurations of the system	 A computation of a protocol P is a maximal sequence of
con�gurations e � ��� ��� ���� �i� �i��� ���
 such that for i � �� �i �� �i�� a single computation step� if �i��
exists
 or �i is a terminal con�guration	 The Maximality means that the sequence is either in�nite
 or it is
�nite and no action of P is enabled in the �nal con�guration	 All computations considered in this paper
are assumed to be maximal	 The set of all possible computations of P in system S is denoted as E 	 A
node p is said to be enabled in � � � C� if there exists an action A such that the guard of A is true in �	
Similarly
 an action A is said to be enabled in �� at p if the guard of A is true at p in ��	

We assume a weakly fair and distributed daemon	 Weak fairness means that if a node p is continuously
enabled
 then p will be eventually chosen by the daemon to execute an action	 A distributed daemon
implies that during a computation step
 if one or more nodes are enabled
 then the daemon chooses at
least one possibly more� of these enabled nodes to execute an action	

Fault Model� This research deals with the following types of faults� �i� The state or con�guration of
the system may be arbitrarily corrupted	 However
 the program or code� of the algorithm cannot be
corrupted	 �ii� Nodes may crash	 That is
 faults can fail�stop nodes	 �iii� Nodes may recover or join the
network	
The topology of the network may change due to these faults	 Faults may occur in any �nite number
 in
any order
 at any frequency
 and at any time	

Self�stabilization ���� Let LA be a non�empty legitimacy predicate of an algorithm A with respect to
a speci�cation predicate Spec such that every con�guration satisfying LA satis�es Spec	 Algorithm A is
self�stabilizing with respect to Spec i� the following two conditions hold�
�i� Every computation of A starting from a con�guration satisfying LA preserves LA closure�	
�ii� Every computation of A starting from an arbitrary con�guration contains a con�guration that satis�es
LA convergence�	

Problem Speci�cation� In this section we formally de�ne the problem Connected Cover of a Query
Region in sensor networks	

De�nition ��	 
Connected Sensor Cover�� Consider a sensor network G consisting of n sensors I�� I�� � � � � In
Let Si be the sensing region associated with sensor Ii� Given a query Q over a region RQ in the sensor

network� a set of sensors SCQ � Ii� � Ii� � � � � � Iim is called a connected sensor cover for Q if the following

two conditions are satis�ed� 
a� Coverage� RQ � Si� 	Si� 	 � � � Sim�� 
b� Connectivity� The subgraph
induced by SCQ is strongly connected in the sense that any two sensors in this set can communicate with

each other directly or indirectly� A cover is considered minimal if it does not include another connected

cover�

Additionally
 we require the algorithm solving the above problem� to be self�organizing
 self�stabilizing
and self�healing ��
 ���	 That is
 regardless of the initial state wrong initialization of the local variables

memory or program counter corruptions� nodes self�con�gure�self�organize using only local information in
order to make the system self�stabilize to a legitimate state	 The legitimate state is de�ned with respect to
a minimal connected cover formed out of the nodes that can communicate with each other either directly
or indirectly	 The nodes in this set are the only nodes that remain active	 Moreover
 under various
perturbations
 such as node joins
 failures due to crash or energy loss�
 state corruptions
 or weakening of
power
 the minimal connected cover should be able to self�heal without any external intervention and the
impact should be con�ned within a tightly bounded region around the perturbed area	

The following assumptions are made for our solutions� �i�The communication radius equals the sensing
radius for the sensors	 �ii�The sensing radii
 and hence the communication radii
 of all sensors are equal	
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�iii�There always exist a su�cient number of sensors in the network with su�cient density to cover the
query region if all of them are deployed	 �iv�There exist a lot of redundant sensors which are either
boundary or interior sensors with respect to the query region	

� Greedy�based Self�� Query Region Connected Cover

Our �rst solution
 Algorithm �	�
 follows a greedy policy	 Initially a �rst tilling of the query region is
computed	 This �rst tilling forms a pattern of coverage of the query region that is composed of the union
of the sensing radii of sensors chosen such that their sensing regions form a disjoint set	 That is
 in this
�rst coverage no two sensing disks intersect	 The objective of this �rst phase is to select a maximum set
of nodes that verify the above property	 Obviously
 this �rst tilling does not cover completely the query
region	 Therefore a second phase is executed and during this phase the uncovered regions between two
sensors already in the cover are covered with new sensors	

The algorithm uses three shared variables
 Si
 UIDi
 and Statusi	 Si represents the sensing region of
Sensor i	 UIDi is the unique identi�er UID� of Sensor i
 which is a positive integer	 Finally
 Statusi
represents the status of a sensor	 The status of a sensor may be unchosen
 undecided
 or chosen	 A node
with the status chosen is part of the connected cover	 In the sequel we assume that only Status and S can
be corrupted	

In the following we detail the execution of our algorithm	 For the sake of simplicity we decided to
present �rst the execution of the algorithm started in a normal state all sensors are in the state unchosen�
and no faults are detected	 Then
 we detail the behavior of the algorithm face to transient faults	

��� Normal Execution of Algorithm ���

The steps of the algorithm are as follows�

�	 The algorithm forms an initial pattern of coverage of the query region that is composed of the union
of the sensing radii of sensors whose status is chosen	 These sensing regions also form a disjoint set

in the sense that no two sensing disks within this set intersect	 To this end
 it changes the status
of all unchosen sensors whose sensing regions intersect with the query region
 and whose sensing
regions do not intersect with the sensing region of a chosen sensor
 to chosen	 These nodes verify the
predicate MISNode�	 Thus
 by applying the rule A�
 an initial pattern of non�overlapping sensing
disks
 whose sensors are marked as chosen
 is formed to cover the query region	

�	 The uncovered regions between the sensing radii of all chosen sensors is then covered as follows�

a� If the status of Sensor i is unchosen
 the sensing disk of Sensor i intersects with some portion
of the query region
 and Sensor i is not the neighbor of a chosen sensor unless it is the neighbor of a
chosen sensor having the least UID
 or if part of the transmission disk of Sensor i is not covered by
a chosen sensor
 then the unchosen sensor�s status is changed to undecided	 The reasoning used is
that all sensors that lie within the uncovered �gap� regions between the sensing radii of all chosen
sensors that were marked by MISNodei�
 will have part of their sensing disks not covered by the
sensing disks of all sensors chosen by MISNodei�	 In addition to this
 all sensors that have the
least UID
 within a particular chosen node�s neighborhood
 are needed to ensure connectivity
 and
also have their status changed to undecided rule A��	

b� To ensure that only the most suitable of these sensors
 located within each uncovered region

are marked as undecided
 if any sensor�s status is undecided
 and it has another undecided sensor
within its transmission and hence its sensing� disk
 whose UID is greater than it�s own
 or if this
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sensor is the neighbor of an undecided sensor and does not have the least UID of all neighbors of
this undecided sensor
 then it�s status is changed to unchosen	

c� All sensors with an undecided status
 that do not have another undecided sensor with a UID
greater than their own
 within their transmission and hence sensing� disks
 and that are not the
neighbors of an undecided sensor and that also have the least UID of all neighbors of this undecided
sensor
 have their status changed to chosen	

�	 Redundant�i� is used to eliminate any redundant chosen sensor that has a smaller UID than another
chosen Sensor j that is within its transmission disk
 but that does not have the smallest UID out of
all the neighbors of Sensor j	

�	 Finally
 action A� ensures that any redundant sensor or any sensor whose sensing disk does not
intersect with the query region
 has its status changed to unchosen	

�	 All chosen sensors are in the �nal query region connected cover	

��� Faults and Recovery of Algorithm ���

In this section
 we focus on the fault handling features of the proposed Algorithm �	�	 The variables
that can be corrupted by transient faults are� Statusi and Si	 So
 we need to show that our solution
can cope with all possible corruptions associated with these two variables	 
	� Wrong initialization of
the Statusi variable� As discussed in the previous subsection
 all sensors
 if properly initialized
 start
as unchosen	 �a� Sensor i is initialized to undecided � If i is not a redundant node
 then i remains
undecided
 and subsequently changes to chosen	 see Actions A� and A��	 That is
 no correction is
necessary	 If i is redundant
 then it will satisfy the predicate Redundant�i� and will change to unchosen	
�b� Sensor i is initialized to chosen � If the sensing disk of Sensor i does not intersect with the query
region
 then
 by executing A�
 Sensor i will change to unchosen	 So
 no correction is necessary	 If Sensor
i is redundant
 then it will satisfy the predicate Redundant�i�
 and will change to unchosen	 If it is
non redundant then Sensor i is necessary
 either to ensure coverage or connectivity
 and should not be
unmarked	 
�� Weakening or Failure of sensors� both in terms of communication and sensing
ability� The weakening or failure of sensors will a�ect their sensing and communication range	 In other
words
 the constant set RS or RC will change	 Change of RS or RC may change the values of Redundanti�

MISNodei�
 BridgeNodei�
 or FillNodei�	 All these changes will be re�ected in the change of values
of the guards of the corresponding actions	 So
 eventually
 the status of the a�ected nodes will change due
to the execution of these actions	 However
 these changes will not a�ect the execution of these actions by
the neighbors of the a�ected nodes	 Therefore
 any changes in the Statusi variable of the a�ected nodes
will be handled as mentioned earlier	

��� Correctness of Algorithm ���

De�nition �	� The system is considered to be in a legitimate state �i�e�� satis�es the legitimacy predicate

LMCSC� if the following conditions are true with respect to a query region�

i� All non�redundant sensors are marked chosen�

ii� All redundant sensors are marked unchosen�

A redundant sensor veri�es the predicate Redundanti� Algorithm �	��	

Lemma �	 
Coverage�� In any legitimate con�guration� the set of sensors chosen by Algorithm ���

completely covers the query region RQ�
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Algorithm �	 Query Region Connected Cover Algorithm for Sensor i	
Constants�

RQ�� Query region�
RC �� Radius of communication of a sensor in the network�
Ni�� Set of sensors within the communication range of Sensor i�

Shared Variables�
Si�� Sensing region of Sensor i�
UIDi�� Unique user identi�cation number of Sensor i�
Statusi � funchosen� undecided� choseng�� Status of Sensor i�

Predicates�

QryRgnIntrsctn�i� � Si �RQ �� ��
� sensing disk of Sensor i intersects with some portion of query region�

NoIntrsctn�i� � Statusi � unchosen � ��j � Ni � Statusj �� chosen� � ��j � N�

i � Statusj � chosen � Si � Sj � ��
� status of Sensor i is unchosen	 there are no chosen sensors within the transmission disk of Sensor i	 and sensing disks of

Sensor i and Sensor j do not intersect�

NgbrOfChsn�i� � ��j � i � Nj � Statusj � chosen��
� Sensor i is a neighbor of a chosen sensor�

CoverSensingByChsn�i� � ��A � Ni� �j � A� Statusj � chosen � Si �
S
j�A Sj��

� Sensing region of sensor i is covered by a subset of its chosen neighbors�

NeighborsConnectivity�i� � ��j� t � Ni� Statusj � Statust � chosen� �k �� i� Statusk � chosen� j� t � Nk �
� Sensing region of sensor i is covered by a subset of its chosen neighbors�

LeastUIDNgbr�i� x� � i � Nx � ��j � Nx � j �� i� UIDi � UIDj��
� Sensor i is a neighbor of Sensor x	 and is also the neighbor of Sensor x having the least UID�

LessNotLeastNgbrOfChsn�i� � ��j � i � Nj � Statusj � chosen � UIDi � UIDj � 	LeastUIDNgbr�i� j���
� Sensor i is a neighbor of a chosen sensor whose UID is greater than its own	 but Sensor i is not the neighbor

of this
sensor that has the smallest UID�

MISNode�i� � QryRgnIntrsctn�i� �NoIntrsctn�i��
� status of Sensor i is unchosen	 and the sensing disk of Sensor i intersects with some portion of the query region	 but does not

intersect with the sensing disk of a chosen sensor�

NotOrLeastUIDNgbrOfChsn�i� � �j � i � Nj � �Statusj �� chosen 
 LeastUIDNgbr�i� j���
� Sensor i is not the neighbor of a chosen sensor unless it is the neighbor of a chosen sensor having the least

UID�

BridgeNode�i� � Statusi � unchosen � QryRgnIntrsctn�i� � �NotOrLeastUIDNgbrOfChsn�i� 
 ��j � Ni � 	NgbrOfChsn�j� 

	CoverSensingByChsn�i����

� status of Sensor i is unchosen	 sensing disk of Sensor i intersects with some portion of the query region	 Sensor i is not the
neighbor

of a chosen sensor unless it is the neighbor of a chosen sensor having the least UID	 or part of the transmission disk of Sensor
i is not

covered by a chosen sensor�

FillNode�i� � Statusi � undecided � ��� �j � Ni� �Statusj � undecided � UIDj � UIDi�� 
 ��j � Ni� Statusj � undecided �
LeastUIDNgbr�i� j����

� status of Sensor i is undecided	 and there are no undecided sensors within the transmission disk of Sensor i whose UID is
greater than that of Sensor i	 or Sensor i is the neighbor of an undecided sensor having the least UID�

Redundant��i� � Statusi � undecided � ��j � Ni � Statusj � undecided � UIDi � UIDj � 	LeastUIDNgbr�i� j���
� status of Sensor i is undecided	 there is an undecided sensor within the transmission disk of Sensor i whose UID is
greater than that of Sensor i	 and Sensor i is not the neighbor of this undecided sensor having the least UID�

Redundant��i� � Statusi � chosen � LessNotLeastNgbrOfChsn�i� � CoverSensingByChsn�i� �NeighborsConnectivity�i��
� status of Sensor i is chosen	 Sensor i has a smaller UID than another chosen Sensor j that is within its transmission disk	 but
Sensor i does not have the smallest UID out of all the neighbors of Sensor j and
each pair of chosen neighbors of i are connected though a di
erent node than i�

Redundant�i� � Redundant��i� 
 Redundant��i��

Actions�
A� �� 	QryRgnIntrsctn�i� 
Redundant�i� �� Statusi � unchosen�

A� �� BridgeNode�i� �� Statusi � undecided�

A� �� MISNode�i� 
 FillNode�i� �� Statusi � chosen�

Proof� sketch� We prove this lemma by contradiction	 Suppose the sensing disks of the sensors in the �nal
set chosen by Algorithm �	� do not completely cover the query region	 It�s trivial to prove that the nodes
chosen by the MiSNode� predicate form a maximal independent cover	 Assume that there exists a region
between the sensing disks of the sensors chosen by MISNodei� that is not covered by the sensing disks�
of one or more sensors that should�ve been chosen by the BridgeNodei� and FillNodei� predicate	
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Case �� The sensors in the maximal independent set chosen by the MISNodei� predicate formed an
initial pattern of coverage in which there are two uncovered regions between the sensing disks of four of
these sensors	 Figure �	�a� is an illustration of this case	 Since the graph is densely populated
 we can �nd
two sensors in both of these uncovered regions
 let�s name them Sensor A and Sensor B as shown in Figure
�	�b�
 such that CA � BD	 By construction
 sensors A and B cover the uncovered region	 In the following
we show that these sensors will have to change their state in  chosen�	 Assume without restraining the
generality that Sensor A has a lesser UID than Sensor B
 but Sensor A does not have the least UID of
all neighbors of Sensor B
 and both Sensor A and Sensor B have no other undecided sensors within their
transmission disks	 Since both nodes are not the neighbors of chosen sensors
 both nodes must have been
marked undecided and either one or both nodes were marked unchosen by Redundant�i� or were not
marked chosen by FillNodei�	 Consequently
 sensor A and sensor B are located within each other�s
communication disk otherwise Redundant�� wouldn�t have been changed the status of these sensors�	
So
 the distance between Sensor A and Sensor B is less than or equal to the radius of communication	 Let
RC � �
 in Figure �	�b�
 AB � �	

Since CE � CF � EF � �
 then 
CEF is an equilateral triangle and if we bisect ∠FCE
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We arrive at a contradiction	 Hence
 A and B cannot be neighbours so
 Redundant�� cannot mark
both of them as unchosen	
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�c� Case � 	 �Sensor A
and Sensor B are
not neighbors�

A

B

�d� Case � �Sensor A
and Sensor B are
not neighbors�

Figure �	�� Suboptimal MIS

Case �� The sensors in the maximal independent set chosen by the MISNodei� predicate formed an
initial pattern of coverage as shown in Figure �	�c�	 If we let Node A be the sensor in the uncovered region
between the four sensors and Node B be a sensor in an uncovered region outside of the four sensors
 then
by similar reasoning as Case �
 if A and B are not chosen then the distance between Node A and Node B
have to be less than or equal to RC 	 Assume RC � �	 Since AB � CD
 AB � �RC � � � AB � �	 So
nodes A and B are not neighbors
 hence they will be chosen	

Case �� Assume the maximal independent set constructed by the �rst step of the algorithm as shown
in Figure �	�c�	 Since the graph is densely populated
 there will be more than one unchosen node in
each uncovered region	 Therefore
 there may be more than one undecided sensors that are not neighbors
of chosen sensors
 unless they are the �least UID� neighbors of chosen sensors
 or that have part of their
transmission disks not covered by chosen sensors	 Predicate FillNodei� and A� will mark these nodes as
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chosen and Redundant�i� will not unmark these nodes	 Since the sensing disk of each of these sensors
spans a distance of �RC 
 and yet each sensor will remain chosen if it is located at a distance of greater than
one RC from another chosen node
 each of these uncovered regions will eventually be covered by chosen

nodes and will remain covered by these chosen nodes	
Overall
 all the uncovered regions between the sensors chosen by the �rst step of the algorithm will be

eventually covered	

Lemma �� 
Connectivity�� In any legitimate con�guration� the set of nodes chosen by Algorithm ���

forms a connected graph�

Theorem �	 
LMCSC satis�es speci�cation�� Any con�guration satisfying the legitimacy predicate

LMCSC �per De�nition ���� satis�es the speci�cation of the connected sensor cover problem �as given

by Speci�cation 	��

Proof� Trivially follows from Lemmas �	� and �	�

��	 Proof of Convergence

The goal of this section is to prove that starting from any arbitrary con�guration the system converges to
a legitimate con�guration	

Proof� We formulate this proof by contradiction	 Suppose that starting from any arbitrary con�guration
there exists an execution of the system such that it does not reach a legitimate con�guration after an
arbitrary �nite number of steps	 Therefore
 there exist a non�redundant sensor that is never marked as
chosen or a redundant sensor that is never marked as unchosen	

Case �� The non�redundant sensor
 that may evaluate true Bridgei� and Filli� does not do so and
consequently does not execute A�	 A sensor whose sensing disk intersects with the query region and whose
sensing disk does not intersect with a chosen sensor
 or an undecided Sensor A that is not the neighbor
of any other undecided Sensor B whose UID is greater than that of Sensor A
 or that is the �least UID�
neighbor of Sensor B
 is not marked chosen	 Since any query region sensor that is initially unchosen
 is
non redundant
 and whose sensing disk does not intersect with a chosen sensor will evaluate MISNodei�
as true
 this node will evaluate the guard of A� as true	 This non redundant� node will execute A� and
will change to chosen	 Hence the contradiction	

Alternatively
 since a query region sensor
 let�s name it Sensor B
 that is initially unchosen and that is
the  least� UID neighbor of a chosen or undecided� sensor
 and that has no other undecided neighbors

will evaluate BridgeNodei� as true	 Sensor B will then execute A� and change to undecided	 Or if Sensor
B is initially undecided
 it will then evaluate FillNodei� as true and will evaluate the guard of A� as true	
This non redundant� sensor will execute A� and will change to chosen	 Hence the contradiction	

Case �� The non redundant query region sensor is initially marked chosen
 but executes Redundanti�
and is unmarked	 Since any non redundant sensor is one that may be located in an uncovered region
and one whose sensing disk is needed to cover the query region
 if this sensor is chosen and yet is not
the neighbor of another chosen sensor having a greater UID than its own
 then the sensor will evaluate
Redundant�i� as false and will not become unmarked	 Hence the contradiction	

Case �� If a redundant sensor is marked as chosen
 Redundant�i� or Redundant�i� will not unmark
this sensor	 Since any redundant sensor is one which is not needed to ensure coverage nor connectivity
and which is undecided and is the �lesser�
 but not �least UID�
 neighbor of an undecided sensor
 or
that is chosen and is the  lesser�
 but not  least UID�
 neighbor of another chosen sensor
 such a sensor
will evaluate Redundant�i� or Redundant�i� as true and will subsequently execute A�	 So
 any such
redundant sensor will become unmarked by rule A�	 Hence the contradiction	
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��� Proof of Self�� Properties

Self�stabilization From the proofs of closure and convergence
 it was shown that starting from any initial
con�guration
 Algorithm �	� forms a network topology in which all members of the minimum connected
sensor cover are connected
 and are thus able to communicate with each other
 either directly or indirectly	
It was also shown that starting from any arbitrary state
 the given query region will eventually be completely
covered	

Self�healing We formulate this proof by contradiction	 Suppose Algorithm �	� is not self�healing	

Assume the following faults� �� sensor crashes and �� weakening of the sensing capabilities	
Case ��

Assume by contradiction that if a non redundant node fails
 then part of the query region becomes uncov�
ered	

An unchosen node in this uncovered region that is the  least UID� neighbor of all undecided nodes
within its transmission disk� will evaluate BridgeNodei� as true
 and FillNodei� as true
 this node will
execute A� and A� to become chosen	 All the unchosen non�redundant nodes in this region will apply the
same policy
 so the coverage heals	 Hence the contradiction	

Case �� If a part of the query region is covered by a redundant node
 then since any node that is chosen
or undecided and that is not the  least UID� neighbor of another undecided or chosen node
 but that has
a  lesser� UID than this node
 will not evaluate BridgeNodei� nor FillNodei� as true
 this node will
not execute A� and change to undecided
 nor will it execute A� and change to chosen	 Thus
 redundant
nodes will not cover part of the query region	

Case �� If there is an arbitrary corruption of the state variables of nodes
 including the Statusi variable

then part of the query region may become uncovered
 or may be covered by a redundant node	 If the Statusi
variable for a node is initially undecided or chosen
 then part of the query region may become uncovered

or may be covered by a redundant node	

Since FillNodei� evaluates to true if a node is undecided
 and is not the neighbor of any undecided

sensor having a greater UID than its own
 or if it is the  least UID� neighbor of any undecided sensor

irregardless of whether it was initially undecided
 and since a chosen node will cover part of the query
region
 such an arbitrary corruption will still allow a node to execute A� and cover the query region	 Hence
the contradiction	

Alternatively
 Redundant�i� unmarks a sensor even if it is initially undecided and is the neighbor of
another undecided sensor having a greater UID than its own
 but is not the  least UID� neighbor of this
sensor	 Then no part of the query region will not covered by a redundant nodes	 Hence we arrive at a
contradiction	

Alternatively
 Redundant�i� unmarks a chosen sensor
 irregardless of whether it was initially chosen

that is the  lesser UID� neighbor of another chosen sensor
 but that does not have the least UID out of
all the neighbors of this sensor	 So no part of the query region will not be covered by a redundant node	
Hence we arrive at a contradiction	

Overall
 Algorithm �	� self�heals	

� Pruning�based Self� Query Region Connected Cover

��� Normal Execution of Algorithm ���

In this algorithm
 every sensor sends its closed neighbor set including the value of Statusi of the sensors
in this set�
 to all of its neighbors	 The steps of the algorithm are as follows�
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�	 The algorithm marks all unchosen sensors whose sensing regions intersect with some portion of the
query region RQ�
 and that are not the neighbors of chosen sensors whose UID�s are greater than
their own
 or for which these sensors are not the least UID� neighbors
 as undecided	

�	 MCSCNodei� checks if Sensor i is undecided
 and if a neighbor of Sensor i i	e	
 a sensor within
Sensor i�s transmission disk� is not �dominated� by a chosen sensor i	e	
 is not within the trans�
mission disk of a chosen sensor�
 or if Sensor i is not the neighbor of a chosen sensor whose UID is
greater than its own or for which Sensor i is not the �least UID� neighbor	 In this case
 the sensing
disk of Sensor i is needed in the �nal cover set
 and hence Sensor i changes its status to chosen	

�	 Redundant�i� is used to unmark any undecided sensor that is the  lesser� neighbor of a chosen

sensor
 but is not the neighbor of this sensor that has the smallest UID
 and whose entire transmission
disk is covered by chosen sensors	 In this case
 the status of the undecided sensor is changed to
unchosen	

�	 Redundant�i� removes redundant sensors from the �nal cover set as follows	 If all of the neighbors of
Sensor i are within the transmission disk of some chosen sensor
 and the sensing region of i is totally
covered by chosen sensors and Sensor i is the  lesser� neighbor of a chosen sensor
 then Sensor i and
all of its neighbors are �dominated� by a chosen sensor	 In this case
 Sensor i should not be in the
�nal set of chosen sensors
 and thus changes its status to unchosen	

�	 Finally
 action A� ensures that any redundant sensor or any sensor whose sensing disk does not
intersect with the query region
 has its status changed to unchosen	

�	 All chosen sensors are in the �nal query region connected cover	

��� Faults and Recovery of Algorithm ���

In this section
 we focus on the fault handling features of the proposed algorithm �	�	 There are
three variables used in the solution� Si
 UIDi
 and Statusi for a Sensor i	 By hypothesis only Si and
Statusi can be corrupted	 So
 we need to show that our solution can cope with all possible corruptions
associated with these two variables	 In the following
 we will show how they are dealt with in �	�	 
	�
Wrong initialization of the Statusi variable� All sensors
 if properly initialized
 start as unchosen	
�a� Sensor i is initialized to undecided � Assume that Sensor i is initialized to undecided	 If i is not
a redundant node
 then i remains undecided
 and subsequently changes to chosen	 see Actions A� and
A��	 That is
 no correction is necessary	 If i is redundant
 then it will satisfy the predicate Redundant�i�
and will change to unchosen	 �b� Sensor i is initialized to chosen � If the sensing disk of Sensor i does
not intersect with the query region
 then
 by executing A�
 Sensor i will change to unchosen	 So
 no
correction is necessary	 If Sensor i is redundant
 then then it will satisfy the predicate Redundant�i�
 and
will change to unchosen	 If it is non redundant then Sensor i is necessary
 either to ensure coverage or
connectivity
 and should not be unmarked	 
� Weakening or Failure of sensors� both in terms
of communication and sensing ability� The weakening or failure of sensors will a�ect their sensing
and communication range	 In other words
 the constant set RS or RC will change	 Change of RS or RC
may change the values of Redundanti�
 SensorCoveri�
 and MCSCNodei�	 All these changes will be
re�ected in the change of values of the guards of the corresponding actions	 So
 eventually
 the status
of the a�ected nodes will change due to the execution of these actions	 However
 these changes will not
a�ect the execution of these actions by the neighbors of the a�ected nodes	 Therefore
 any changes in the
Statusi variable of the a�ected nodes will be handled as mentioned earlier	
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Algorithm ��	 Query Region Connected Sensor Cover Algorithm for Sensor i	
Constants�

RQ�� Query region�
Ni�� Set of sensors within the communication range of Sensor i�

Shared Variables�
Si�� Sensing region of Sensor i�
UIDi�� Unique user identi�cation number of Sensor i�
Statusi � funchosen� undecided� choseng�� Status of Sensor i�

Predicates�
QryRgnIntrsctn�i� � Si �RQ �� ��

� sensing disk of Sensor i intersects with some portion of query region�

NgbrOfChsn�i� � ��j � i � Nj � Statusj � chosen��
� Sensor i is a neighbor of a chosen sensor�

IsLeastUIDNgbr�i� x� � i � Nx � ��j � Nx � j �� i � UIDi � UIDj��
� Sensor i is a neighbor of Sensor x	 and is also the neighbor of Sensor x having the least UID�

LessNotLeastNgbrOfChsn�i� � ��j � i � Nj � Statusj � chosen � UIDi � UIDj � 	IsLeastUIDNgbr�i� j���
� Sensor i is a neighbor of a chosen sensor whose UID is greater than its own	 but Sensor i is not the neighbor

of this
sensor that has the smallest UID�

LessNgbrOfChsn�i� � ��j � i � Nj � Statusj � chosen � UIDi � UIDj �
� Sensor i is a neighbor of a chosen sensor whose UID is greater than its own

GrtrOrLeastNgbrOfChsn�i� � ��j � i � Nj � Statusj �� chosen 
 UIDi � UIDj 
 IsLeastUIDNgbr�i� j���
� Sensor i is not the neighbor of a chosen sensor whose UID is greater than its own or for which Sensor i is not

the
�least UID neighbor�

SensorCover�i� � Statusi � unchosen �QryRgnIntrsctn�i� �GrtrOrLeastNgbrOfChsn�i��
� status of Sensor i is unchosen	 sensing disk of Sensor i intersects with some portion of query region	 and Sensor i is not the

neighbor
of a chosen sensor whose UID is greater than its own or for which Sensor i is not the least UID neighbor�

MCSCNode�i� � Statusi � undecided � �GrtrOrLeastNgbrOfChsn�i� 
 ��j � Ni � 	NgbrOfChsn�j����
� Sensor i is an undecided sensor and is not the neighbor of a chosen sensor whose UID is greater than its own or for which

Sensor i is
not the least UID neighbor	 or there is a sensor within the transmission disk of Sensor i that is not the neighbor of a chosen

sensor�

Redundant��i� � Statusi � undecided � LessNotLeastNgbrOfChsn�i� � ��j � Ni � NgbrOfChsn�j���
� Sensor i is an undecided sensor and is the lesser neighbor of a chosen sensor	 but is not the neighbor of this sensor that

has the
smallest UID	 and all sensors within the transmission disk of Sensor i are neighbors of a chosen sensor�

Redundant��i� � Statusi � chosen � LessNgbrOfChsn�i� �NeighborsConnectivity�i� � CoverSensingByChsn�i��
� status of Sensor i is chosen	 Sensor i has a smaller UID than another chosen Sensor j that is within its transmission disk	

and the sensing disk of
Sensor i is covered by chosen sensors and chosen neighbors of sensor i are connected through a second path�

Redundant�i� � Redundant��i� 
 Redundant��i��

Actions�
A� �� 	QryRgnIntrsctn�i� 
Redundant�i� �� Statusi � unchosen�

A� �� SensorCover�i� �� Statusi � undecided�

A� �� MCSCNode�i� �� Statusi � chosen�

� Correctness of Algorithm ���

De�nition ��	� The system is considered to be in a legitimate state �i�e�� satis�es the legitimacy predicate

LMCSC� if the following conditions are true with respect to a query region�

i� All non�redundant sensors are marked chosen�

ii� All redundant sensors are marked unchosen�

��� Proof of Closure

Lemma ��	 
Coverage�� In any legitimate con�guration� the chosen set computed by Algorithm 
�� com�

pletely covers the query region RQ�
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Proof� We prove this lemma by contradiction	 Suppose the sensing disks of the sensors in the �nal set
chosen by Algorithm �	� do not completely cover the query region	
Hence
 there is some portion of the query region that is not covered by a chosen node	

Since A� states that a sensor will change to undecided if it is unchosen
 its sensing disk intersects with
some portion of the query region
 and if it is not the neighbor of a chosen sensor whose UID is greater
than its own or for which it is not the  least UID� neighbor
 and since the graph is densely populated and
all sensors are initially unchosen
 there will always exist a set of undecided nodes
 whose sensing disks
intersect with the query region
 and that will be located at a distance greater than the communication
radius
 but may also be located less than twice the communication radius from another chosen node and
from another undecided node	

Since an undecided node�s sensing disk spans a distance of �RC 
 the union of the sensing disks of all
chosen nodes and all such undecided nodes located at a distance greater than RC but less than �RC from
any chosen or undecided node
 will completely cover the query region	

Since any undecided node will either change to chosen byMCSCNodei� or unchosen by Redundant�i�

and since all such undecided nodes are located at a distance greater than RC from any chosen node
 each
such undecided node will evaluateGrtrOrLeastNgbrOfChsni� as true and LessNotLeastNgbrOfChsni�
as false and will change to chosen by Rule A�	

The union of the sensing disks of all nodes that were initially chosen and all such undecided nodes that
changed to chosen by executing A�
 completely cover the query region	

Since Redundant�i� will only evaluate to true if a node evaluates LessNotLeastNgbrOfChsni� as
true
 and all of its neighbors are covered by a chosen node
 the Redundant�i� predicate will only unmark
any of these chosen nodes if its entire transmission and sensing disks are completely covered by some other
chosen node	

The sensing disks of all chosen sensors in the �nal MCSC completely cover the query region	
Hence we arrive at a contradiction	

Lemma ��� 
Connectivity�� In any legitimate con�guration� the chosen set computed by Algorithm 
��

forms a connected graph�

Proof� We prove this lemma by contradiction	 Suppose the sensing disks of the sensors in the �nal chosen
set computed by Algorithm �	� do not form a connected subgraph	 So
 there exists a sensor in the �nal
chosen set
 lets name it Sensor A
 that is marked chosen and is not adjacent to another chosen sensor	
That is
 sensor A is marked chosen and is not within the transmission disk of another chosen sensor	 More
precisely
 sensor A is marked chosen and does not have a chosen neighbor	

Case� �
SensorCoveri� and MCSCNodei� did not mark an unchosen sensor that is also a neighbor with a

greater UID or the  least UID� neighbor of Sensor A
 let�s name it Sensor B
 as chosen
 or Redundant�i�
unmarked this sensor	 Since all sensors can have a status of unchosen
 undecided
 or chosen
 and Sensor A
has no chosen neighbors
 all of Sensor A�s neighbors must be either unchosen or undecided	 Since Sensor
A has no chosen neighbors
 and since all undecided neighbors of Sensor A that evaluate MCSCNodei�
as true will change to chosen
 all undecided neighbors of Sensor A must have evaluated MCSCNodei�
as false	 So
 all undecided neighbors of Sensor A must have evaluated GrtrOrLeastNgbrOfChsni� as
false
 and all neighbors of these undecided sensors must have evaluated NgbrOfChsnj� as true	 Since
LessNotLeastNgbrOfChsni� is the negative of GrtrOrLeastNgbrOfChsni�
 and all neighbors of these
undecided sensors evaluated NgbrOfChsnj� as true
 all undecided neighbors of Sensor A must have
changed to unchosen after evaluating Redundant�i� as true and executing A�	 So
 all neighbors of Sensor
A are unchosen	 Therefore
 the  least UID� neighbor of Sensor A must be unchosen	 Hence we arrive at
a contradiction	
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Case ��
Sensors A and B are chosen neighbors
 but Sensor A or Sensor B was unmarked by Redundant�i�	
As shown in Case �
 since the  least UID� neighbor of Sensor A must be an unchosen sensor
 let�s

name it Sensor B
 and since Sensor B will change to chosen after executing A� and A�
 then Sensor B
cannot evaluate LessNotLeastNgbrOfChsni� as true	 So
 sensor B cannot evaluate Redundant�i� as
true	 Consequently
 sensor B cannot be unmarked by Redundant�i�	 Hence we arrive at a contradiction	

Alternatively
 since Sensor A has a greater UID than Sensor B
 Sensor A cannot evaluate LessNotLeastNgbrOf

as true	 So
 sensor A cannot be unmarked by Redundant�i�	 Hence we arrive at a contradiction	

Theorem ��	 
LMCSC satis�es speci�cation�� Any system con�guration satisfying the legitimacy pred�

icate LMCSC �per De�nition ���� satis�es the speci�cation of the connected sensor cover problem �as given

by Speci�cation 	����

Proof� The coverage and connectivity properties have been proven in Lemmas �	� and �	�
 respectively	
The de�nition of LMCSC implies that in a legitimate con�guration
 there exist no redundant chosen

sensor
 meaning that all redundant sensors have been identi�ed and are marked unchosen	 Therefore
 the
connected cover set MCSCQ computed at this point is the smallest possible by Algorithm � MCSC	

Property ��	� The system de�ned by the legitimacy predicate LMCSC is silent�

Proof� In any con�guration satisfying LMCSC 
 all actions of Algorithm �	� are disabled	

Lemma �� 
Closure�� The legitimacy predicate LMCSC is closed�

Proof� Property �	� asserts the closure of LMCSC 	

��� Proof of Convergence

The goal of this section is to prove that starting from any arbitrary con�guration of the system of sensors

Algorithm �	� guarantees that in �nite steps
 the system will reach a con�guration that satis�es the
legitimacy predicate LMCSC 	

Proof� We formulate this proof by contradiction	 Suppose that starting from any arbitrary con�guration
of the system of sensors
 Algorithm �	� does not guarantee that in �nite steps
 the system will reach a
con�guration that satis�es the legitimacy predicate LMCSC 	 So
 there exists a con�guration in which

after any �nite number of steps
 the system will never reach a con�guration that satis�es the legitimacy
predicate LMCSC 	 That is
 there exists a con�guration in which
 after any �nite number of steps
 the
system will never reach a con�guration in which all non redundant sensors are marked chosen and all
redundant sensors are marked unchosen	

Case �� There exists a con�guration in which a non redundant� sensor whose status is unchosen
 whose
sensing disk intersects with some portion of the query region
 and that may evaluateGrtrOrLeastNgbrOfChsni�
and MCSCNodei� as true
 does not do so and does not execute A�	 So
 a query region sensor which is
unchosen
 not the neighbor of a chosen whose UID is greater than its own or for which it is not the  least
UID� neighbor
 and that has part of its transmission disk not covered by another chosen sensor
 is not
marked chosen	 Since any query region sensor that is initially unchosen
 and is non redundant because
it is not the  lesser� neighbor of a chosen sensor nor the  least UID� neighbor of this chosen sensor
 and
which has a sensor within its transmission disk that is not the neighbor of a chosen sensor
 will evaluate
QryRgnIntrsctni� and GrtrOrLeastNgbrOfChsni� andMCSCNodei� as true
 this node will evaluate
the guard of A� and A� as true	 So
 this non redundant� sensor will execute A�
 followed by A�
 and will
change to chosen	
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Hence we arrive at a contradiction	
Case ��
The non redundant query region sensor is initially marked chosen
 but executes Redundanti� and

is unmarked	 Since this sensor executed Redundanti�
 it is the neighbor of a chosen sensor having a
greater UID than itself
 but is not the  least UID� neighbor of this chosen sensor
 and all sensors within
its transmission disk are neighbors of a chosen sensor	 So
 this sensor�s entire transmission and sensing�
disk is covered by the sensing disks of other chosen sensors i	e	 this sensor is redundant�	

Hence we arrive at a contradiction	
Case ��
If a redundant sensor is marked as chosen or undecided
 Redundant�i� or Redundant�i� will not

unmark this sensor	 Since a redundant sensor is one whose entire sensing disk is covered by the sensing
disks of other chosen sensors
 and whose removal will not leave part of the query region uncovered
 such a
redundant sensor having a smaller UID than its chosen neighbor
 but that is not the  least UID� neighbor
of this chosen sensor
 will evaluate LessNotLeastNgbrOfChsni� as true
 and will have all of its neighbors
evaluate NgbrOfChsnj� and ENgbrOfChsnj� i� as true	 So
 such a redundant� sensor will evaluate
Redundant�i� and Redundant�i� as true	 Consequently
 such redundant sensor will execute A� and will
be unmarked	

Hence we arrive at a contradiction	

��� Proof of Self�� Properties

Self�stabilization From the proofs of closure and convergence
 it was shown that starting from any
initial con�guration
 Algorithm �	� forms a network topology in which all members of the minimum con�
nected sensor cover are connected
 and are thus able to communicate with each other
 either directly or
indirectly	 It was also shown that starting from any arbitrary state
 the given query region will eventually
be completely covered	 By executing the rules of Algorithm �	�
 network sensors will self�con�gure to
establish a topology that enables communication and sensing coverage under stringent energy constraints	
Hence Algorithm �	� is self�con�guring	

Self�healing We formulate this proof by contradiction	 Suppose Algorithm �	� is not self�healing	 So

if a non redundant node fails
 a redundant node joins the network
 or if there is an arbitrary corruption
of the state variables of nodes
 including the Statusi variable
 then part of the query region may become
uncovered
 or may be covered by a redundant node	

Case ��
If non�redundant node fails
 then part of the query region becomes uncovered	 Since the graph is

densely populated
 there is a portion of the graph in which an unchosen sensor that is in this uncovered
region
 does not execute A� and A� to become chosen	 But since this unchosen sensor is not covered by
a chosen sensor
 and since all unchosen sensors will not be the neighbors of any chosen sensor
 and since
this node will also have part of its transmission disk not covered by a chosen sensor
 it will evaluate the
guard of A� as true and MCSCNodei� as true	

This node will execute A�
 followed by A�
 and will become chosen	
Hence we arrive at a contradiction	
Case ��
If part of the query region is covered by a redundant node
 then since any node that is the  lesser�


but not  least UID�
 neighbor of a chosen node
 and whose entire transmission disk is covered by chosen
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nodes
 is redundant and will not evaluate GrtrOrLeastNgbrOfChsni� as true
 this node will not execute
A� and change to undecided
 nor will it execute A�	

So
 this node cannot change to chosen to cover the query region	
Hence we arrive at a contradiction	
Case ��
If there is an arbitrary corruption of one of the state variables of nodes
 including the Statusi variable


then part of the query region may become uncovered
 or may be covered by a redundant node	 If the
Statusi variable for a node is initially undecided or chosen
 then part of the query region may become
uncovered
 or may be covered by a redundant node	

Since MCSCNodei� evaluates to true if an undecided sensor is not the neighbor of a chosen sensor
having a greater UID than its own or for which it is not the  least UID� neighbor
 and if it has part of
its transmission disk uncovered
 regardless of whether it was initially undecided
 and since a chosen node
will cover part of the query region
 such an arbitrary corruption will still allow a node to execute A� and
cover the query region	

Hence we arrive at a contradiction	
Alternatively
 since Redundant�i� will unmark a sensor even if it is initially undecided and is the

 lesser� neighbor of a chosen sensor
 but is not the neighbor of this sensor that has the smallest UID
 and
it has all parts of its transmission disk covered by a chosen sensor
 then part of the query region will not
be covered by a redundant node	

Hence we arrive at a contradiction	
Alternatively
 since Redundant�i� will unmark a chosen sensor that is a  lesser�
 but not  least UID�


neighbor of another chosen sensor
 and whose transmission disk is completely covered by other chosen
sensors
 regardless of whether it was initially chosen
 part of the query region will not be covered by a
redundant node	

Hence we arrive at a contradiction	

� Simulation and Results

In our simulations
 for the �rst set of experiments
 we assumed that nodes are chosen and randomly
deployed on a grid of size ��� � ��� ���
��� nodes�	 Similar to ���
 ��
 ��� we consider the sensing region
associated with a sensor modeled as a circular region around itself	 We considered a homogeneous network
of ���
��� nodes i	e	 all sensors had the same sensing region � circular of radius ��	 We then used varying
sizes for a query region
 and measured the number of sensors in the �nal minimum connected cover set
 the
number of query region sensors dominated� per MCSC sensor
 and the stabilization time for Algorithms
�	�
 �	��
 Algorithm MCSC � ���
 Algorithm MCSC � ���
 and Rule k ���	 The query region used in
each simulation varied from �� � �� square graph units to ��� � ��� square graph units
 in intervals of
�� square graph units	 The results of this simulation are summarized in Figures �	�a� � c�	

The simulations summarized in Figures �	�d��i� were performed with a query region of size �� � ��
square graph units and ������ sensors	 At all query region sizes
 Algorithm �	� produced fewer nodes in
the �nal cover set than Algorithm �	�
 Algorithm MCSC �
 and Rule k	 Algorithm �	� produced fewer
nodes in the �nal cover set than Algorithm MCSC � when the size of the query region was �� x �� or ��
x �� square graph units	 Algorithm �	� produced a greater number of nodes in the �nal cover set than
Algorithm �	� but fewer nodes in the �nal cover set than Algorithm MCSC � and Rule k
 and
 when the
query region was �� x �� square graph units
 fewer nodes than Algorithm MCSC �	 Algorithm MCSC �
produced a greater number of nodes in the �nal cover set than Algorithm �	� and Algorithm �	� at all

�This algorithm is a self	stabilizing extension of classical pruning strategies for the computation of connected dominating
sets� Due to space limitations this algorithm is available as technical report �� and is proposed in the Appendix section
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query region sizes tested	 However
 it produced a �nal cover set that was smaller than Rule k�s at query
region sizes that were less than �� x �� square graph units and larger than Rule k�s at query region sizes
greater than this	 Rule k produced the greatest number of nodes in the �nal cover set at query region
sizes that were less than �� x �� square graph units
 but produced fewer nodes in the �nal cover set than
AlgorithmMCSC �
 at query region sizes that were �� x �� square graph units or greater	 This was due to
the fact that Algorithm �	� has the strongest redundancy predicate
 since it only requires that a Sensor i be
the neighbor of a chosen sensor and also have a smaller UID than this chosen sensor but not the least UID
out of all the neighbors of this chosen sensor
 before it is unmarked	 AlgorithmMCSC � has a redundancy
predicate that is weaker than Algorithm �	� but stronger than Algorithm �	� and Rule k
 since it only
requires that the sensing disk of Sensor i be covered by the sensing disks of any black� �nal cover set
nodes before it is unmarked	 Algorithms �	� and Algorithm MCSC � have a redundancy predicate that is
weaker than that of Algorithm �	� but stronger than that of Rule k
 since it requires that a Sensor i be the
neighbor of a chosen sensor
 and also have a smaller UID than this chosen sensor but not the least UID
out of all the neighbors of this chosen sensor
 and that all sensors within the transmission disk of Sensor
i are also neighbors of a chosen sensor
 before Sensor i is unmarked	 Also
 since Algorithm MCSC � uses
the Connectori� predicate to ensure connectivity and uses the LessNotLeastNgbrOfChsni� predicate as
part of its redundancy predicate
 in any particular covered area of the query region
 only the node with the
greatest and the least UID will be marked as chosen	 Rule k has the weakest redundancy predicate
 since
it requires that all sensors within the transmission disk of Sensor i be covered by marked sensors and that
Sensor i also has the least UID out of all the nodes that cover its transmission disk
 before it is unmarked	
Also
 as shown in Figure �	�b�each sensor in the �nal cover set chosen by Algorithms �	� and �	�
 dominated� a greater number of nodes than Rule k	 Final cover set nodes chosen by Algorithm MCSC

�  dominated� a greater number of nodes than Rule k at query region sizes less than �� x �� square graph
units
 but fewer number of nodes than Rule k at query region sizes greater than this	 Thus Algorithms
�	� and �	� did outperform Rule k in the sense that they allowed more nodes to be in an  inactive� state
at all the query region sizes tested in our simulation
 and Algorithm MCSC � outperformed Rule k at
query region sizes less than �� x �� square graph units	 Algorithm �	� outperformed Algorithm MCSC

� at all query region sizes tested since each �nal cover set sensor chosen by Algorithm �	�  dominated� a
greater number of nodes than those of Algorithm MCSC �	 Also
 Algorithm �	� and Algorithm MCSC

� were very similar in terms of the number of query region nodes  dominated� by each �nal cover set
node
 at all query region sizes tested	 However
 as shown in Figure �	�c� Algorithm �	� had the highest
stabilization time of all the algorithms	 This increased stabilization time is attributed to the fact that
Algorithm �	� has the strongest redundancy predicate
 and therefore will incur the greatest time cost
when unmarking redundant chosen nodes and again producing a sensor cover consisting of nonredundant
nodes after re�stabilization	 Furthermore
 the stabilization time of Algorithm MCSC � is greater than
Algorithm �	� and Rule k	 This is due to the fact that Algorithm MCSC � has a redundancy predicate
that is not weaker than that of both algorithms
 and yet sends messages that must travel throughout the
network	

Furthermore
 the size of the �nal cover sets produced by Algorithms �	� and �	� is smaller than that
produced by Algorithm MCSC � and Rule k	 Therefore
 both Algorithms �	� and �	� outperformed
Rule k in terms of the size of the �nal cover set at all sensor densities tested in our simulation	 The
�nal cover sets produced by Algorithm MCSC � and Rule k were similar in terms of size
 when the total
number of sensors in the simulation was less than ���
��� nodes	 Algorithm �	� produced fewer nodes
in the �nal cover set than Algorithm MCSC � at sensor densities greater than ���
��� nodes	 The �nal
cover set nodes chosen by Algorithm �	�  dominated� a greater number of nodes than those chosen by
Algorithm MCSC � at sensor densities greater than ���
��� nodes	 Also
 the �nal cover set nodes chosen
by Algorithm �	�  dominated� a greater number of nodes than those chosen by Algorithm MCSC � at
sensor densities greater than ���
��� nodes	 Thus Algorithm �	� outperformed Algorithm MCSC � at
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sensor densities greater than ���
��� nodes
 and Algorithm �	� outperformed Algorithm MCSC � at
sensor densities greater than ���
��� nodes	 However
 the number of MCSC sensors for both Algorithms
�	� and �	� did not monotonically increase when the node density was increased
 while that of Algorithm
MCSC � did and that of Rule k did increase sharply when the node density was greater than ���
���
nodes per ��� � ��� graph units	 This may be attributed to the fact that at higher node densities
 there
may have been a greater number of nodes that covered any particular marked sensor�s transmission disk

and thus a less likelihood that a marked sensor had the least UID of all the sensors that covered its
transmission disk	 Therefore
 fewer nodes would have been unmarked at higher node densities by Rule
k	 Figure �	�g� shows that Algorithms �	�
 �	�
 MCSC �
 MCSC �
 and Rule k produced smaller
�nal cover sets as the radius of communication of the sensors was increased	 However
 Algorithms �	� and
�	� produced smaller cover sets than Rule k at all sizes of the radius of communication that were tested	
Also
 Algorithm �	� produced a smaller �nal cover set than Algorithm MCSC � at all sizes of the radius
of communication that were tested	 Algorithm �	� produced a smaller �nal cover set when the radius of
communication was greater than �	 Also
 as shown in Figure �	�h�
 each sensor in the �nal cover set
chosen by Algorithms �	� and �	�  dominated� a greater number of nodes than Rule k
 at all sizes of
the radius of communication that were tested	 This indicates that Algorithms �	� and �	� outperformed
Rule k
 in terms of the size of the �nal cover set and the number of query region sensors covered by each
node in the �nal cover set
 at all sizes of the radius of communication that were tested	 Algorithm �	�
outperformed Algorithm MCSC � at all sizes of the radius of communication that were tested
 in terms
of producing a better cover set	 Also
 both Algorithms MCSC � and Rule k produced a cover set that
was very similar in size
 when the size of the radius of communication of the sensors was � and the size of
the query region was �� x �� graph units	 Also
 as the size of the radius of communication was increased

each sensor chosen by Algorithms �	�
 �	�
 and MCSC � also  dominated� a greater number of query
region sensors	 This seems intuitive since the size of the radius of communication is equal to the size of
the radius of the sensing disk of sensors in Algorithms �	�
 �	�
 and MCSC �	 Therefore
 as the radius of
communication was increased in size
 there were a greater number of nodes within the transmission disk

and thus within the sensing disk
 of chosen sensors in the simulation	 Thus
 in Algorithms �	�
 �	�
 and
MCSC �
 there was a smaller probability of nodes being chosen by A� and A�	 Also
 since there was an
increased likelihood that a node was the neighbor of another chosen sensor that had a greater UID than its
own but was not the  least UID� neighbor of this chosen sensor
 a greater number of chosen sensors may
have been unmarked by the redundancy predicates of both algorithms	 Each �nal cover set node chosen
by Algorithm �	�  dominated� a greater number of nodes than that of Algorithm MCSC � at all sizes of
radius of communication that were tested	 In this respect
 Algorithm �	� outperformed AlgorithmMCSC

�	
The stabilization times of both Algorithm �	� and Rule k were very similar at all sizes of the radius

of communication that were tested	 Also
 despite the fact that Algorithm �	� had a higher stabilization
time than Algorithm �	�
 Algorithm MCSC �
 Algorithm MCSC �
 and Rule k
 Algorithm �	� still
produced fewer nodes in the �nal cover set	 While Rule k does stabilize faster than Algorithms �	�
 �	�

and MCSC �
 the slower stabilization times seem justi�ed due to the fact that the latter three algorithms
do not compromise connectivity
 nor coverage	 Also
 even though Algorithm �	� had a higher stabilization
time than Algorithm MCSC � and Rule k
 it outperformed both of these algorithms in terms of the
number of query region sensors  dominated� by each cover set node	

	 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented two local
 distributed
 scalable
 self�� solutions to the minimum query region connected cover
problem and showed how this solution is self�organizing and self�healing as well	 The algorithms are self�
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contained
 meaning that after a fault transient or de�nitive� occurs in the system
 after re�stabilization

only nodes within the locality of the faulty nodes change their status	 Note that our solutions can be
easily transformed in power�aware algorithms if instead of eliminating nodes based on the value of their
identi�ers
 they will be eliminated based on the state of their batteries	 Consequently
 only nodes with
strong energetic capabilities are chosen in the �nal cover	

We proved the self� properties of our solutions through analytical analysis	 Moreover
 we have conducted
extended simulations using the following measures� stabilization time
 number of nodes in the �nal cover

number of non�chosen nodes covered by the nodes in the �nal cover	 Our experiments demonstrate that the
proposed algorithms performs better than self�stabilizing algorithms we proposed in ���
 ���	 Furthermore

we compared the greedy�based solution with pruning based methods	 In the case of the query region
connected coverage problem the greedy methods o�er better results in terms of connected coverage size	

The area of connected coverage still raise a broad class of challenges	 The generalization of this problem
to k�connected k�coverage problem has been studied in fault�free environments in ���
 ���	 An interesting
open issue would be to address this problem in fault prone environments and in its generalized form�
self�stabilizing k�coverage k�connectivity of query regions	
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